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HOLIDAY DISCLOSURE

Foss doesn't have a 
telephone
never had a doorbell 
hooked up
and his front door 
won't open these days 
which doesn't appear 
to bother him 
although he complains 
a lot about 
being a lonely soul 
with no visitors 
or close relatives.
Kyle and I walked 
in on him
through the back door 
two weeks 
before Christmas 
he was sitting at 
his kitchen table 
writing a letter 
in a card of 
the brightest red 
with silver bells and 
glitter.
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We kidded him 
about a girl friend 
finally smoked out 
he was writing to his 
parents
back in Bowie, Texas 
both of them in good 
shape
for being eighty-five.
Kyle was a little miffed 
as we drove home 
said that phony Foss 
led everyone 
to believe he was an 
orphan
without a living relative 
in the world 
why does he tell that 
stuff?

FAMILY TRADITIONS
I didn't believe it when 
they said Olivia Way 
kept a table set 
with her mother's china 
white
with a plain gold band 
a wedding present from 
June 1901
but I had to eat my 
own doubts 
when Mamie took 
me there last year 
no one told me
there would be fresh flowers
in a white pitcher
and silver napkin rings

DOUBTING JOHN MAYFIS
He wanted homemade
bread the worst way
and bought flour
and quick-rising yeast
for Nancy
who barely could
make toast
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but she was willing 
to try her hand 
and it was too bad 
the yeast was so quick 
it overflowed 
the bowl and 
swamped the sink 
John said he 
didn't think she could 
bake bread anyway

—  Wilma Elizabeth McDaniel 
Tulare CA

ARTHUR RIMBAUD (1854 - 1891)
He chose not to write what others expected.
Such expectations turned his stomach.
He chose instead to create chaos,
to extinguish the candles in his mother's church.
He was a child of excesses consumed by horizons.
He dreamed of Zanzibar and China, uncharted land, 
far off places. He was plagued by curiosity 
and a bottomless boredom. He ran away from home.
He tramped the back roads to Brussels and Paris.
He covered The Netherlands with a carnival.
He crossed the Alps on foot.
He studied the Black Arts, the Alchemy of Words.
He drank absinthe, he smoked hash.
His goal: to transform the soul, to make it monstrous. 
He loved disturbing the peace.
In London he took a hard look at the evil cultivating 
in Verlaine's eyes. He spat on his friend's cross. 
They argued. Called each other the Anti-Christ. 
Verlaine lost control and shot him in the hand. 
Rimbaud returned to the continent, began writing 
his masterpiece. Verlaine was locked up on charges. 
After he finished, Rimbaud turned his back on poetry, 
called it quits, and plunged into another life.
He was nineteen, ripe for perfection.
He sailed to Cyprus and broke rocks in the quarries. 
Crossing over to Asia Minor, he ran guns and coffee.
He worked his way down the coast to Africa.
He hunted elephant, he peddled tobacco.
Finally he settled in a hell-hole called Harar.
There he spent his remaining years roasting 
inside the crater of an extinct volcano.
In his letters to his mother he constantly asked 
for news about the construction of the Panama Canal.
He had to return to France for an operation.
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His leg was amputated.
He died in a hospital bed in Marseilles.
The room reeked of infection.
It was crowded to the ceiling with chimeras, his Muses

JACK OF LANTERNS
Ah, Jack, the children still read
your big, sad beatnik books
and know in their quivering hearts

that you had the true touch.

Ah, Jack, fame was nothing 
but an awful pain in the ass, 
and sometimes not even that.
The best part was doing it, 
fingers burning up the keys.
Ah, Jack, I saw you laid out
in a funeral parlor in Lowell,
your bloated corpse
stuffed into a plaid sports jacket,
a clip-on bow tie like a black butterfly
motionless
on your rotting Adam's apple.
Ah, Jack, where has all the magic gone?
Where are the golden whiskey bars of yesteryear?
Your voice comes to me in the traffic of the night, 
its big engines down-shifting, diesels on the overpass 
star-wind, exhaust that fills the sails of my soul.
Ah, Jack, can you hear the real jazz now, 
the electric-blue dharma wheels 
racing down the freeways to paradise?
Ah, Jack, was that you waving
from an old freight car full of fried shoes?
Are you with Neal in the hobo jungles of heaven?
Are you crouched over a steaming pot of pinto beans? 
Do you groove on saxophone sunflowers?
Is Buddha on your breath?
And is it always October in the railroad earth?
Ah, Jack, light a lantern for me 
so I can find my way through
"Love's multitudinous boneyard of decay ...."

—  Gene Mahoney
Vineyard Haven MA
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LOVER
he and his friend roger were the last ones not to cut 
their hair, for which they gained a certain local notoriety, 
they hung out and walking down the street together they 
would get yells from passing cars. "respect your mother, 
get a haircut!" "hey, sweetie, how about a date?" the 
florida cops treated them like LA cops treat black folks, 
"get your asses over here! now!" it was partly because 
of his hair that he eventually took a bust, got catcalls 
entering the county jail system, but still it was worth it.
it made him feel different, and after the trial he moved 
to California and let it grow back, though now he was 
one of many, what the hell, they were all different, then 
one night a revolutionary type acquaintance remarked that 
when he started shooting he would first go for anybody 
without long hair, it was only a remark, but after that 
he never felt quite the same about it.
still, he mostly didn't think about it a lot, until one day 
after finishing school and working at no particular place 
for several years he walked by a hair place that was just 
opening and the stylist invited him in for a freebie, which 
turned out to be a kind of caesar deal, short and with no 
hint of the brooks bros. "you're a good-looking guy," said 
the stylist, "you shouldn't hide your face with all that 
hair." he didn't quite believe the guy, but no one had ever 
said that to him so he made a half-ass attempt to keep his 
hair that way for a while, before settling mostly on a 
length that was start-of-long.

if it got too scrungy he looked even poorer than he was, 
other than that he paid no attention to his own hair or 
that of his friends, except in unusual cases like the guy 
who went away, got bald, got in the papers and was nearly 
unrecognized, some of his friends had their wives or 
girlfriends cut their hair, but he lived alone and had to 
get it done someplace, and feel funny for a day or two 
afterwards though who noticed?
then one night he met a woman whose hair was about as short 
as it could be. she wasn't much older than he had been 
during his first long-hair days, and she felt somewhat the 
same as he had only she felt it about her no hair, she was 
an artist with hair under her arms and wonderful pubic 
curls, and many of her friends had what he thought of as 
boy’s regular cuts, most of them were about half his age, 
with a sneaker here and there only 10 years younger, after 
one long weekend he cut his hair short as hers, which made 
him look like he might have aids.
walking down the street together they got yells, "faggots 
die!" and "jesus still loves you." they could have been on
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fire and the cops wouldn't have noticed, one night some 
guys jumped out, one started to punch her and instead 
grabbed her nice tits, another hauled back and after 
checking for "dyke tits" nailed him pretty good, still, 
waking up the next day not alone was worth it.

RICHARD
one night after a beckett performance 
brian mallon & i talked about burton.
some of our remarks in no particular 
order: as soon as i saw him healthy 
after all that drinking i knew 
he was a goner, he deserted the 
english theater unlike larry, gielgud 
or richardson but who do you miss? 
brian, you fucking look like him. 
his daughter said the same, when 
she was in a bloomsday i did in ny, 
burton himself was briefly a possibility, 
would have upstaged everyone else, everyone 
else would have lived with it. liz's single 
interesting marital choice, he was in drink- 
throughs but there was also look back in 
anger, the spy who came in from the cold, 
camelot, night of the iguana, under milk- 
wood. recently saw live lithgow & glenda 
jackson as george & martha, good, but 
pale.... i was in the theater across from 
equus when he did the last performance; 
the taxi drivers were honking in the street.

DWARF'S LIFE
with less than a sterling attitude but certain employee 
skills he emerged as a working force in this land at age 
11, hawking papers on the sidewalk in south florida —  
he was out like the lights for afternoon tv history class, 
and to this day is foggy about the past —  rubber bands 
popped on his cold fingers and he joined in the casual 
abuse of the skinny older paper boss. at 16 he washed 
dishes, at 17 cleared them from tables, at 18 worked 
carpets & produce, and somewhere in there he and his 
friends helped build a miami beach type high rise with 
the aid of extensive samplings of the local herbs.
that was the last job for a long while that he had any fun 
at. after a bust he worked early morning maintenance, then 
out on the coast delivery truck, was a militant mealy
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mouth in the college office, stole from the library, 
rubbed entire faculties the wrong way as an aide, managed 
to miss fast food but did a little grocery store time, 
bartended, did more driving and early cleaning, and went 
straight from college to a bellhop job. there, on the late 
shift, he and an older sympatico guy used the slow hours 
to smoke weed and drink endless champagne, which they took 
turns delivering in buckets of ice to the bellhop office, 
losing that one was worse on his friend, who had three 
kids and various problems.
what he was good at was unemployment, he instinctively 
bull-shitted his way through the office, and was skilled 
at isolating himself to live the low life, in the last work 
week of the last extension he would go out and get a job.
for a year and a half he enjoyed the semi-dignity of ceta, 
then more unemployment, then drove a cab which he was good 
at because there was no boss on your back and no non-exis- 
tential evaluation process, but he was glad when the company 
went on strike, then belly up, and he had more unemployment, 
after that he went into the underground economy for the 
better part of a decade and wound up the owner of a small 
business, and so came to have his own employees.
he immediately gave one somewhat like himself a 2-week 
notice, enough time to get bad mouthed to the clientele, 
that was the last notice given, he sympathized but knew all 
their tricks, he lived with the hangovers, the blowouts 
with boyfriend or girlfriend, the occasional fuck you to a 
customer, and he believed that if they weren't stealing a 
little they were stealing a lot. he did not tolerate dis- 
loyality, insults to the boss's ego, or too much talking on 
the phone, he didn't know how grumpy he was becoming and 
he didn't care, he only dreamed of selling the place and 
retiring to the woods.

TANNING PSALM
you can pump & watch 
but you can't pump & listen 
which proves that tv 
is even stupider than 
amplified music
but the tanning owner 
had to sue the landlord 
when the gym expanded

right to his wall: 
weights pounding through 
headphones —
it was hard to get 
a tan with all that 
racket going on
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THE BRUNO EFFECT
bruno brando
bruno von braun
bruno giordano bruno
bruno the ripper
bruno the knife
bruno the kid
bruno lenny bruce
bruno marco polo
bruno coeur de lion
bruno django reinhart
the honorable bruno muhammid
bruno richard starkey
bruno ringo Starr
little bruno
lucky bruny
brunipero sera
j . bruno hoover
bonnie & bruno
pope bruno XXIII
orville & bruno wright
bruno villa
bruno lingo mungo
bruno h. Christ
gautama bruno
bruno Sebastian bach
bruno alonzo stagg
bruno lloyd weber
bruno q. public
bruno of arabia
matinee bruno
brunowulf
bruno nogursky
bruno chi min
cobrunicus

—  Chris Daly
Seal Beach CA

THE VORTEX
When I left him he fell into a vortex
she tells me. He couldn’t deal with anything.
That's when the children moved in with him.
They became the anchor to steady his life.
It's still the same. Their 15-year-old son 
moved back with her before Christmas. Before 
the dust had settled, he was on the phone, 
pleading with his son to come home, a grown man
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crying into the receiver. It's been over 13 years 
she says. I guess he'll never change. I listen 
intently as she rambles on, knowing the truth 
is a bitter pill we all have to swallow. Later 
I pick up the receiver and dial my little girl, 
3,000 miles away.

ALWAYS MOVING
I clicked the projector into slo mo
when Tom's bike scene came into view,
just like Butch Cassidy, I said, remembering
the way Tom would glide through life, drinking
Soave Bolla, topped off with a joint, maybe a beer,
always moving, long days of driving,
eyes ahead, facing an el lay sun that never set,
finessing his woman, his male lover, sucking in
every nanosecond of life, always moving
till the day he flew the small aircraft on acid,
laughing like hell, I'm sure, at some crazy stunt
right before the crash.

CLIP JOB
For over a year, she's been cutting my hair, 
shaping it, working the length for a ponytail.
She keeps the front close to the scalp, runs 
the back through her fingernails, ties it fast 
and voila, I'm back in '72. Admiring her work 
in the bathroom mirror, I notice a separation, 
a line of demarcation. One good thing about aging, 
you learn —  if it doesn't feel right, why have it. 
So I say to her on a recent Sunday morning,
Let's do it, let's cut the fucker off. We move 
onto the patio with fresh decafs, scissors and comb 
and she cuts, shapes and creates a hip buzz cut 
—  working those damn cowlicks into place.

—  Marc Swan
Centerville MA

ONE OF THE WORST THINGS
One of the worst things is to be inside a house 
when someone breaks the door down.
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THE SCRUTINIES
Hidden in that lock-box were papers 
I was never meant to see.
Certificates of some kind.
Maybe birth, maybe death, maybe 
something they knew I couldn’t deal with. 
Whenever they opened it they gave me 
a look that said I should leave the room.
The box bulged. Policies of some sort.
Old photos with water damage.
They liked to look at them
and become sad at the sight of them,
reshuffle and restack them
and wrap the thin black ribbon around.
It was a ritual. And when it was over 
they were kinder to me than at any other time 
because they knew I would never know 
the secrets contained there.

CAPRICORNUCOPIA
My horoscope keeps telling me to be more open to new 
experiences, to worry less about blowdarts from the bushes, 
worry less about everything, buy some tropical fish 
and take up fencing (as in swords), force romance from the 
cinderblocks all around me, dodge the exploding chunks, 
that's only Neptune colliding with some runaway moon of 
Saturn. Don’t give it a second thought, by the end of the 
week you'll be scuba diving in a bay of pink champagne with 
an impressionable Miss Universe contestant. It's only 
inevitable given these dramatic planetary shiftings, all 
of which point to wonderful developments in your favor, if 
you can just open yourself to them, become so busy with 
them you don't check back next month to see how tellingly 
the new instructions depart from the old.

GAINING ON ME
The van in the left lane keeps pace with me, 
whether I slow down or speed up. There's an official 
crest on the side: the state correctional facility.
I wish the windows were tinted a deeper green.
As it is I see men with weight-lifter necks looking down 
at my gear box, and the other overrated features in 
my car. It’s fairly clear the radio isn't playing in there, 
another little form of institutionalized punishment, 
no doubt highlighted in yellow in some policy book 
authored by a warden long dead. I start to press the 
cigarette lighter, then think better of it. What am I
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going to do, torture them even more by smoking when 
it's obvious they can't? Well, they're murderers and 
civil miscreants after all. I hit the accelerator hard 
and feel my unseen captors gaining on me.

—  Peter Morris 

Lansdale PA

CHILDISH
—  to Martin

A stoop-shouldered English professor once forced 
a senior out of registration and made him go 
back about three hours in the process because 
his trial study schedule was not "neat."
It was barely legible, but such schedules are 
for the student only, and the student seethed.
A year later the new graduate student was 
whistling his way to class when in a crowded 
hallway the professor came out of his office, 
remembered something and set his leather briefcase 
with brass initials on it by the open door to his 
office, then a pretty sophomore girl in a red 
dress followed him in and shut the door. The 
usually timid new grad student picked the case 
up confidently, realizing with every step that he 
was risking a life sentence in a gas station 
or selling encyclopedias and hurried out the 
front entrance, then delicately balanced the case 
on the narrow concrete rail by the steps. Now, 
thirty years later, almost at retirement age, 
he is still pleased and unrepentant.

GOOD DAYS
Today we have lived in the same house for twenty years. 
Married for thirty-two years. Our sons are twenty-eight, 
twenty-five and twenty-three. They are kind, confident 
and analytical. Two of them will be doctors soon. The 
youngest is studying for the LSAT. Tomorrow I intend to 
buy two or three sets or packages, or however they come now, 
of toy soldiers, the best I can find, and a b-b gun. I 
will place the soldiers under the big tree in the back 
yard, some on the bricks, some partially hidden in the 
grass, and shoot at them from the garage until I knock 
them all down.

—  Cleatus Rattan 
Cisco TX



THE ASPARAGUS
No one noticed the shiny chandelier and the asparagus that 
stuck there, a green smear on the lightbulb shaped like a 
flame. Gus had had enough, his brothers' and sisters' heads 
bitten off by the filthy rich. Boiled, peppered and chomped 
—  that was what asparagus had to look forward to as they 
were herded and bundled with red rubber bands —  ripped out 
of farms where they grew freely, where they enjoyed gossip, 
a good night's sleep, and family. Asparagus were packed in 
crates, more cramped than chickens, more humiliated than 
cows. Asparagus weren't dumb like sheep who also didn’t 
get a differentiating plural in English. There was talk of 
what happened after a whole field or garden was stripped 
like a bombed-out town, and certainly Gus had one or two 
nightmares that hinted of the destruction that was to come. 
Spears indeed, he thought, as he saw the knife blade and 
fork prongs inching towards his throat. All his fiber had 
been steamed out of him, he could barely even poke someone 
in the eye and be effective. His' next door neighbor lay 
dead beside him, drowned in buttery sauce. Gus's green 
blood grew hot at the injustice, the China plate cold under 
his back. His spine tightened in disgust of human lies and 
flattery: how delicious he was, how expensive. He watched, 
powerless, as his tender wife was pulverized into mush be
hind the capped white teeth of a hungry dinner guest. This 
is when he catapulted, a vegetable Olympian, and splattered 
against that crystal so close to the ceiling —  the hearty 
eaters, like all oppressors, laughing and choking, too 
polite to even say they'd noticed.

SECRETARY
I never learned how to type because then I would have had 
something to fall back on and I learned early that if you 
have something to fall back on —  whether it's a boyfriend 
or bank account or seventy words per minute —  you do.
So when I fell back it was into waitressing, unemployment 
checks, adjunct teaching, the occasional factory job. And 
that was good because never once did I have to wear panty
hose or buy lined cream-colored skirts that I would never 
have worn anywhere else but to work and those matching 
blazers would have somehow legitimized my job answering 
somebody else's phone and putting someone else's mail in 
the outgoing tray. If I was going to take dictation, I 
wanted the voice coming from my own mind. Not that I have 
anything against secretaries —  some of my best relatives 
are them. It's just that early on I knew I wanted to be 
a writer. Of course, then I didn't know I'd turn out to 
be the kind no one would pay for. Which is good because 
then I might have listened to my mother, or the guidance
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counselor. I have good-looking hands when I polish my 
nails. I've been told I have a pleasant voice. And, as 
it is, it always turns out that my bosses are men, so really 
what would have been the difference, being a secretary, 
except for all those expensive skirts telling me that I was 
part of a real profession, telling me it wouldn’t be so easy 
to quit and move on. I'm glad that no one I knew back then 
even knew any poets who could tell me how bad writers could 
wind up having it .... How easily I could have eased into 
that swivel chair, reading Danielle Steele through my breaks, 
never forgetting to unplug the coffee pot at five. At least 
now when I cry I usually have some idea why.

—  Denise Duhamel 
Williamsport PA

1969
I remember the morning me and Dave woke up out in the 
desert north of Barstow California a month after we got 
home from Vietnam. We had gone camping and had taken 
mescaline and were drinking Thunderbird wine. The joshua 
tree we camped by was burned to the ground and smoldering 
and the bottoms of our shoes were melted from walking on 
the embers and we had shot holes all through my truck and 
beat the crap out of each other and were all bloodied up 
and laughing our asses off, but it wasn't the same as the 
war, and nothing since then has been either.

FACTORY LIFE
I'd been up most of the previous night drinking to forget 
the job and when I came in the next morning I had a 
ferocious hangover that included the runs and after making 
three trips to the john the foreman said one more and it 
was a white slip for wasting time so I just shit my pants 
and stood there over my machine in it for the rest of the 
day but the foreman stayed away from me, and this made the 
remainder of the shift tolerable if not downright pleasant

MAKING THUMBS
Yesterday I watched a guy catch his right index finger 
between a part he was pulling on the broach machine and 
the steel backing plate on the machine and he didn't even 
wince as 800 pounds of hydraulic pressure crushed the
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finger and made it look like a thumb, only larger. He 
just walked over and made a crack about how the foreman 
could see him flipping him off better, then he passed 
out in front of me.

WORKING CLASS
Complaining to the subscriber service for the second time 
this week about my newspaper being thrown into the front 
yard sprinklers, I feel a power over someone's job that I 
don't like. Right after graduating from college the only 
job I could find was working as a janitor. The owner of 
a beauty salon that I cleaned used to hide pennies around 
the place and if I didn't find them all he would complain 
to my boss that I wasn't cleaning the place good enough. 
I've never forgotten that and I've tried to for years.

MY BITCH
German shepherd Nikki laps water out of my toilet, munches 
the marrow out of cow bones while lying in the dirt, licks 
her private parts clean in public places with a flourish, 
will kill instantly any rodent she can catch by snapping 
its neck, then leaving it, uneaten, on my back doorstep, 
and is more loyal and trusting of me than almost any 
human I've known who only eat off of plates, would be very 
uncomfortable about being naked in public, take showers at 
regular intervals, and attend church every Sunday.

—  Gary Goude 
Riverside CA

THE GRID
A friend of mine who owns three gas stations 
grunts his own tanker to the Buffalo terminal 
three maybe four times a week where he's ID'd 
at a checkpoint, then tails a cop chaperone 
to the end of the pipe where they all 
nurse at the same nipple —  Chevron, Shell,
Atlanta, Exxon —  & there can't be gaps
when the stuff flows, so you'll see a sponge, 
say a blue sponge the size of a basketball, 
which means that now the flow is Citgo's, say,
& maybe a dozen trucks will fill, & then a red ball
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pops to the plug, & now it's Standard Oil's,
& my friend fills up in his turn, & is billed,
as the ancient forest pours through,
all that toucan sunlight & lily photosynthesis, roses 
& pterodactyls that got me from here to you,
& vice-versa. At the crux of the grid, 
someone somewhere drops these colored sponges 
to claim whose power & dough is gisming forth
at any one moment. Basketballs parcel out 
the lucre for what it's worth, stock broker by broker 
all the parrot year, year after year while we all 
drive our asses off to find the last shade somewhere. 
Pop, it's pink. Pop, it's yellow, & what follows 
is the color of a dead chameleon
against our particulate sky. Sort of an orange-citron.

BISON
I remember, on the shore of Lake Ronkonkoma 

when I was a boy, with both hands
wedging sand aside, & for once reaching 

solid bottom, & seeing, &
feeling with my fingers before the sand washed back,
a hoof-print .... I tried often again, 

but couldn't rediscover what I'd seen,
that shape treble the width of a deer's foot 

or the mark of Wenzel's curled-horn ram
in the soft earth of its fold, &
solstice came on, but I sensed, already, the essence 

of what I've learned: that where I lived
the eastern bison, larger than the plains animal & 

"very dark, many of the old bulls being coal black,
with grizzly white hairs around the nose and eyes,"
had once herded. In Pennsylvania Buffalo Hunt,

H. W. Shoemaker says that by 1790
the countless numbers of this species 

that had migrated easterly from the Great Lakes
across New York to the valleys of Maryland and Virginia
had been decimated to "300-400 animals which sought 

refuge in the wilds of the Seven Mountains."
These were slaughtered during the winter 

of 1799-1800 as they wallowed helplessly in deep snow.
Two years later, a lone bull was shot,
the last seen in Pennsylvania. Records exist 

of a few surviving longer: one killed
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near Charleston in 1815, then 
in 1825, a buffalo cow and calf were tracked, 

sighted, & killed at Valley Head."...
These were the last of their species which 

did not have as prominent a hump as those
west of the Mississippi, & showed less contrast 

between the height of the fore & hind quarters, & 
who knows what else? The last. As for me,
maybe the only living human to have seen & felt 

the hoof-rint of the vanished beast,
I will never speak this aloud, anywhere, ever, 

for every reason. & you, who, also among 
the last of a species on this our confounded earth,
you, who, out of time, have foraged here among 

the kindred spirits of poems
& their animistic shadows in the mind —  

when you close this volume, its pages will fill 
with sand over the hoofprint of the eastern bison.

—  William Heyen 
Brockport NY

CHORUS LINE, 1952
An eighteen-year-old boy from Texas is being 
shown around Greenwich Village by a friendly 
lawyer in his thirties. They have listened to 
jazz at Jimmy Condon’s and now, after midnight, 
they are waiting for the show at a cabaret, a 
narrow place with an elevated stage at one end.
The chorus line enters, prancing enthusiastically. 
They sing fairly well, but as they begin to dance 
the can-can, the boy thinks how different they 
are from dancers he has seen in movies. They 
are somehow ungraceful and coarse. Their fake 
eyelashes flutter exaggeratedly, and beneath 
black mesh tights their legs are pasty white.
A couple of them have calves and thighs that 
are too muscular and heavy. The lawyer ogles 
them, laughing and joking with a group at the 
next table. Many of the men in the audience 
whistle and jeer. One shouts repeatedly Show 
me some ass! Show me some ass! The dancers seem 
not to mind and strike poses like pin-up girls, 
winking grotesquely and blowing kisses. The boy 
is baffled. Earlier, the jazz was exciting and 
new. But the dancers are disgusting. Something 
is wrong but the boy can’t figure out what it 
is.



FAILURE TO COMMUNICATE
At their first conference, the undergraduate 
tells his teacher that he discovered himself 
to be a poet two years ago, when he was sixteen.
He was more sensitive than other people. Since 
then he has written more than a thousand poems, 
all of them unspoiled by revisions —  that would 
destroy their originality and sincerity. When 
the teacher asks the name of his favorite writer, 
he names himself, although he does claim to love 
Shakespeare. The teacher picks up one of the 
recently completed poems, in which the word 
"limpid" is misused and "ebullient" is used oddly, 
as if borrowed temporarily from a thesaurus.
He asks the young man what he means by the words. 
The response is vague, but the student confidently 
explains that their meaning varies, depending 
on the writer's feelings at the moment. The 
student is adamant on this point and rejects 
any attempt to examine the issue. The teacher 
loses patience and says Well, in my opinion, 
you're full of horseshit" The student is at first 
shocked, then bristles. He stands up, sputtering 
in outrage, but the professor explains Oh please 
don't misunderstand, I'm using that phrase to 
mean that you are highly intelligent and of 
superior judgment and talent. Do you see what 
I'm saying? But the young man is incapable of 
hearing any explanation and leaves hurriedly, 
threatening a series of formal complaints to 
the appropriate authorities.

—  Jim Linebarger 
Denton TX

A SESTINA TO PISS OFF THE SCHOLARS
Have you noticed how poets talk as if 
their voice were a tired airplane, and it 
was trying to get off the tarmac: a 
graduate tonal rise from the start of 
the line which sounds bloody elegant but 
kills all meaning? Their readings go on and
on without end, they do this bullshit, and 
I wouldn't mind it nearly so much if 
just a few of them would talk normal, but 
they won't do that. I don't understand it,
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why they all talk the same, like some sort of 
religious cult which hopes to achieve a
oneness with God, or Nirvana, through a
repeated nonsensical mantra, and
someone got (even liked) the idea of
using real words but speaking them as if
they had no meaning. You know the voice? It
sounds like lapping waves —  which would be fine, but
often they're speaking of anything but 
water: the poem could be about a 
drive-by shooting; still the voice they read it 
with would shimmer like a silent cove and 
lull the listener to sleep. Now then, if 
this slow hypnosis is the purpose of
poetry, then what is the purpose of 
sleeping pills? I don't mean to be rude, but 
what's the reason for writing something if 
you don't mean it enough to say in a 
voice like you use for hailing a cab and 
ordering toast and coffee —  man if it
is your own poem you shouldn't speak it
so reverently, like the subject of
itself. I would admire your wit and
all if you were lampooning yourself, but
is that it, or is it how you think a
poem should be read? Hell, it's one thing if
you mean it, but if, as I suspect, it
's no more than a regurgitation of
the others, it sucks. No buts, ifs, or ands.

WALKING IN TOWN ON A SNOWY EVENING
I may have to move to New York to finish this poem 
(I’ve never been there). I'm trying to write a sonnet.
In Marquette in the winter I like to wear black at night, 
that way the drivers can tell me apart from the snowbanks.
I'm walking. Trying to think of a new idea 
so that when my grave is covered up in snow 
a bunch of professors I probably wouldn't like 
will make their students analyze my poems.

Somebody told me once (a million times) 
that every single snowflake is unique.
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So I walk along this street (I'm sure it has 
a name) I walk alone along this street 
and watch a million individuals 
fall from the sky and turn my jacket white.

MANIFESTO
I want a girlfriend.
I don't want a living arrangement domestic partner

significant other insignificant other male or female 
lover

I want a sweetheart,
want someone to give me a scarf or necklace to hang from 

my rear view mirror,
want whether we're doing it (or not) to echo in whispers 

off locker room walls.
I want to take her to that Mexican stand in the parking 

lot off Sixth Avenue
where the city has roped off the streets and ripped up 

the sidewalks for reconstruction 
for tacos de lengua burritos de tripa lemon wedges 

radishes,
I want to watch a fallen streetlamp cast our shadow on a 

billboard
and to know in my heart as her skirt moves with the breeze 
we're not really that big.
I want to take her to the races and spend more on ice 

cream than on the horses;
I want to handicap better than she does, but I want both 

of us to be wrong, 
and I want to bet 
a little money 
no more than I can afford, 
but to make my wager exciting 
I want to place it 
all on one horse.

—  David Sklar 
Marquette MI

THREE ROOMS 
On
Saturday
I drive to
the Denton Road
Liquor Store
for two forty-ounce
bottles of Budweiser.
On my way out, I drive



through the alley behind 
the store.
There is a small 
apartment building to one side 
of the alley. I see a woman 
open the door of her apartment, 
lean out, and begin beating 
a small pink bathroom rug against 
the asbestos shingle wall of the 
old and disrepaired 
apartment building.
The woman is about 25, 
dark-haired, and dressed 
in a red bathrobe.
I drive slowly through the 
alley because there are potholes 
there filled with busted concrete 
and water. I look at the woman, 
and I can see around her, 
inside the small one-room apartment 
where a b/w television glows.
I suddenly remember 
the three-room shack 
where I had lived with 
a half-crazy woman, and how 
we had fought and fucked and drank 
on two hundred dollars a month.
I remember how cramped
and ugly those three rooms were,
how we rubbed up against
each other and how
the friction and closeness
of the three rooms worked
on us like a disease.
Now it's nearly
two decades later
and I live in five rooms
with a woman who is not
half-crazy.
I remain poor, 
though the problems 
are mostly outside of us, 
the problems come from 
economics and the unbroken 
burden of change.
I have learned about life
from the abrasion
of experience
and time. Five rooms
and a good woman make all
the difference in the world.
I drive past
the old apartment building,
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turn on Denton Road, 
and drive down 
to Geddes,
I’m thirsty 
and I want to 
taste the 
beer.

SHELIA'S FRIENDS 
In
grade school,
Shelia had 
imaginary friends.
She would talk
to them on the playground.
This is Horace the Horse, 
she'd say, and this 
is Bob the Bear.
I'd stand there 
looking at nothing.
Shelia was nice,
she didn't make fun of me
because I was a slow reader,
so I would hang out
with her on the playground.
This is Sam the Snake,
and over there's Dave the Dragon.
Hello, I'd say to the air.
One day
two fifth graders came over 
to where Shelia and I were talking 
to her imaginary friends, 
and the two fifth graders began 
calling Shelia names, saying 
she was crazy.
Shelia began to cry,
and then she ran back in the school.
I was left out there
with the two fifth graders.
What are you going to do? 
they asked me,
but before I could do anything, 
before I could turn and get away, 
the larger of the two hit me 
in the face. I put up my hands, 
covered my face, 
and tried very hard 
not to cry.
If they saw you cry, 
they never left you alone,
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you were an easy mark.
I didn't know how to fight 
or protect myself. Later,
I would.
And while I thought
Shelia's imaginary friends
were silly, there was at least
one good thing about them:
they didn't make fun of you
for being a slow reader,
and they didn't
hit you
in the face
for no good
reason at
all.

DRIVE HOME 
On
Michigan 
Avenue, driving 
home from 
Moloch Insurance, 
where I work,
I see an Arab merchant 
chase a dreadlocked black man 
down the street.
The Arab merchant 
swings a baseball bat 
at the black man's head.
This happens 
on the west side of 
Beech-Daly Road, in the city 
of Inkster. Across the street 
is the Summit Motel, a dive 
with daily and weekly rates 
where transients, hookers, 
and crack-heads live.
Last month,
two gunmen —  one fifteen, 
the other seventeen —  kicked 
down a door at the Summit Motel 
and killed three people.
The gunmen
had thought there
was a crack dealer
in the room, but it
turned out that they
had kicked down the wrong door.
They shot the occupants anyway.
Several
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years before,
at the same motel,
three cops were shot dead
as they had tried
to serve an arrest warrant
on a woman accused of writing
bad checks.
This stretch
of Michigan Avenue between 
Beech-Daly and Merriman Roads 
is a violent and deadly 
hell-hole populated by gangs, 
pimps and hookers, 
crazies, and the 
disenfranchised.
I look
at the Arab man 
with his baseball bat,
I see his angry face, 
and then I look at 
the people in the cars 
around me. None 
of them look at the Arab 
or the black man.
They look 
straight ahead.
The religious among them,
I think, pray that they won't 
get a flat tire 
along this stretch of 
Michigan Avenue.
If they do,
I figure, 
they will 
drive home 
on the 
rim.

—  Kurt Nimmo
Canton MI

DEFINITION OF AN APPLE
Small lipstick sun, 
moral mousetrap for Adam and Eve, 
health grenade to keep the doctor at bay, 
shiny brick used in supermarket pyramids, 
low cast housing for worms.
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SEEING A BEAUTIFUL GIRL IN THE STREETS
Her direction 
becomes
your direction.

NAVIGATING INSOMNIA
Columbus may have 
discovered America 
but I found 
whiskey
behind the cornflakes 
at 4 a.m.

INVENTION OF THE UMBRELLA 
The idea
of the bicycle wheel 
and the flower petal 
married on a sketchboard 
one rainy night.

WRITER'S BLOCK
They've gone and built a dam 
right in the middle of my 
stream of consciousness.

THE NEW MELANCHOLIA
On a dusty shelf 
in the lost property office, 
a mobile phone 
is ringing....

OBSERVATION NUMBER FIVE
Ducks have got
just the right amount
of pride.

THE TRAPEZE ARTIST
Her flirtation with death 
grows bolder and bolder: 
our fingers squirm deeper 
into our buttered popcorn.

THE PROCRASTINATOR
He'd just 
got going 
the day 
he died.

SNAIL
Time 
sulking 
upon a leaf.

COUNTRY ROAD
Hairpin bend. 
Headlights 
frisk a tree.

CROAK 
At night
you can hear the frogs 
scolding gravity.

THE COMMITTEE’S DECISION
There they were: 
the neighbor's kids, 
setting fire to 
my welcome mat.

THE HISTORY OF RIPPLES
With hunger, 
the idea 
of bread 
begins.

NOSTALGIA
Assuming
a
foetal 
position.

—  Peter Bakowski
East Melbourne Australia
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One of the Joys of the Job

Machinists
stick their chests out and shout, "Yeah I'm an asshole!" 
or
"I’m a real ASSHOLE!" at each other.
They
rivet "World Class Asshole" plaques onto the insides 
of their toolbox lids 
and laugh
at each other whenever they can,
attaching rag and wire tails to each other's
rear belt loops
and sneaking up behind each other to dribble water 
out of squirt bottles down each other's legs 
and dumping metal chips all over each other's toolboxes 
and inviting each other outside 
to fight.
Unlike all those people in offices, 
machinists don't have to pretend 
not to be assholes.

Fred Voss



PREMATURE
Recalled
to Goodstone Aircraft Company I eagerly enter Building 100 
to report to PARKING CONTROL where 
I expect to receive a parking sticker for my car, 
giving
the lady behind the desk my employee no. 824921 
and waiting as she scans her computer screen.
She frowns
and shakes her head at her failure to find me on her screen 
and wheels away from her screen in her swivel chair 
and tells me to come
back Monday, saying, "You don't exist yet!"
It appears that while I was away
Goodstone's powers
have grown even more God-like.

ADJUSTING 
We machinists
spend 15 minutes wandering around in and out of Building 89 
because we were told the wrong room to go to for 
our hearing protection class.
When we finally are directed to the right room we find
there is another class in it and so
must wander around for 20 minutes more until
we finally go into the room to sit down where
we wait 15 more minutes
for the instructor who is late.
But,
having been just recently recalled to Goodstone Aircraft
Company after a year or two laid off and unemployed
and unable to find decent work
in the depressed economy, we machinists
don't say any of the disgruntled or snide words
we would have said before being laid off.
Instead, we think about the $20 an hour we are making 
and settle back in the plush chairs and listen 
to each other's old inane boring remarks 
and old-as-the-dust-in-the-hills 
jokes
and stare at the walls and twiddle our thumbs 
with big smiles and chuckles and laughs of delight.
We're going to learn to love Goodstone Aircraft Company 
yet.
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CONTROL CONTROL
If you are not coming to work you must call 
Absence Control,
if you are bringing any kind of guest through the gates
into the plant
you must first consult
Security Control,
if you need a new i.d. badge you must go to 
Badge Control,
if you need a parking sticker you must go to 
Parking Control,
when you receive a new job it is off a rack stocked 
by Production Control and when you are done machining 
the job it must be inspected at 
Quality Control.
At Goodstone Aircraft Company control 
is out of control.

GOOD WORKMANSHIP
1 called the supervisor
over to my workbench to tell him
with head hung down that I had scrapped out
2 aluminum parts and so now
there were 6 bad aluminum parts out of a total of 13 
aluminum parts on the manufacturing order, 
wincing inside
as I expected rage and distress 
and reprimand.
But the supervisor
just smiled a very weird kind of smile and told me 
to quickly
take all those parts down to the saw and cut them up 
into little pieces and bury them in different corners 
of the 4 different bins
full of odd pieces and chunks of aluminum, 
while he had the manufacturing order 
downgraded to just 7 parts.
Now I could understand
our department's phenomenally low scrap rate 
a little better.
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ICONS

Dick the machinist
who was 18 in 1957 wears his hair
perfectly combed in a sculpted pompadour
with that perfect curl hanging down in front
of his forehead and Mears the machinist
who was 18 in 1968 wears his sideburns
down to his jowls and a huge
handlebar moustache while Ron
who was 18
in 1977 has a wild heavy-metal growth of permed hair 
shooting out in all directions and hanging down to his 
waist.
Each of these machinists
it seems will immortalize down to his death
the era of his prime,
while biker machinists
of all ages and all eras back to WW:2
strut about still 18 in those timeless black
leather jackets and 2-foot-long mountain-man beards.

GRAPHIC DEMONSTRATION 
Whenever
Curly picked up a can of blue dykem layout dye 
to spraypaint a part before etching layout lines onto it 
he would shake the can up
and lower it to his fly and spray a big streak of blue
like it was coming out of his cock and whenever
enough machinists were watching
Curly would pick up his spray bottle of coolant
and spray a long stream
from crotch level but his favorite
was that 9-inch-tall bottle of white paste
that he would stick out from his fly and stroke
and then squeeze out
a long milky stream of paste that arched 
10 feet to splat
against a cabinet face or a workbench 
or a machinist.

Just telling his fellow machinists over and over 
that he was separated from his wife 
and wasn't getting enough.
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ABOVE US
The supervisor
is good at lifting his nose into the air and yelling, 
"MIIISTER Voss, MIIISTER Jackson, MIIISTER Miller..." 
at whichever of us machinists he is mad at, pointing 
his finger ominously toward the door in the tin wall 
and shouting, "OutSIIIDE!!" 
indicating
that we must go outside to be reprimanded.
He is good
at keeping the expensive dress suit he wears around 
the machine shop immaculate and giving us sinister 
scowling dirty looks whenever we seem to be beginning 
to think that he likes us
and he is good at making us keep the rubber mat carpet 
leading out of his office clean 
of every last speck of metal chips.
He would have no trouble at all 
wearing a crown.

PLAYGROUND
Machinists
hook wire and cloth tails
to the belt loops on the backs of each other's pants or 
glue nude photos of hairy cocks and balls on top of 
each other's i.d. photos or pin
company newspaper photos of each other onto the main aisle 
bulletin board with written-in captions like "Gay Machinist 
of the Month" or roll big rolls of masking tape up and 
down the asiles at each other like bowling balls or make 
those super 
rockets
out of cardboard cutter tubes and tape and modelling clay 
that they fire
off their 105-pounds-of-air-pressure air-gun-tube nozzles 
high up into the air and hundreds of feet across the 
machine shop
where they land on machinists or hit
the tin machine shop wall 50 or 60 feet above the floor 
and hopefully stick,
the machinists going into hysterical laughing and grinning 
and leering with the joyful juvenile delinquent excitement 
of someone who has just set off a cherry bomb during the 
school assembly.
Not many 30- or 40- or 60-year-olds 
can get paid 
to be 9 years old.
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CUTTING AWAY THE FAT
Over in Building 70
are the Z-330 tooling fixtures
with beams 30 feet high, fixtures
the size of basketball courts in which sit sections
of Z-330 fuselages being riveted and wired, fixtures
that rest on computerized platforms at dozens
of points, computerized platforms
that can be moved and tilted on 5 axes to adjust
the Z-330 fuselages in a myriad
of positions computer-calculated
and as hair-trigger fine-tuned and complex
as advanced calculus,
while all around these fixtures
work the assemblers riveting and wiring,
assemblers whose ranks keep getting thinner and thinner
as they are laid off
so that Goodstone Aircraft Company
can compete in today's economic landscape
of stripped-down-to-the-bone
leanness.

NOT IMPRESSED 
The veterans
at their old manual machines surrounded 
by all of the new computer-controlled machines 
furiously crank handles lifting and lowering the beds of 
their machines and furiously crank handles moving 
their machine tables in and out and back and forth.
They furiously and agilely
crank their machines' universal heads into angles on 2 axes 
to put cutters on compound angles for extra-complex 
cuts and sweat 
and smile happily.
Lifting their index fingers in the air
they look contemptously over at the computer machine
operators and nod
signifying
the single act
of pushing the "Cycle Start" button
which the computer machine operators are required
to perform in order for their computer machines to
automatically produce
aircraft parts.
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POLITICS
Harry
is willing to work through breaks and lunch 
doing whatever obnoxious impossibly difficult unreasonably 
urgent job the supervisor wants him to do 
if it will make the supervisor look good.
The other machinists 
always proudly
take their legal union-negotiated breaks and lunches 
and refuse to do unreasonable jobs just because the 
supervisor tries to shove them down their throats.
They end up
working their butts off as the supervisor relentlessly 
hovers about them and turns the feed and speed controls 
on their machines up and relentlessly harasses them 
about leaving their work area.
Harry, on the other hand,
spends 95% of his time kicked back
in a leather swivel chair in front of his machine
daydreaming
or walking
around the shop bugging other machinists 
or reading the newspaper 
in a bathroom stall.
At Goodstone Aircraft Company,
being naive
just doesn't pay.

TICKER-TAPE PARADE 
He came back in
one day through the narrow door cut out in the tin wall
of the steel mill to say hello
to all of us machinists, making the rounds
to shake all of the hands with a big smile when we all
knew that he had brown lung from
sucking in all that steel dust while operating
that grinding machine over in the corner for 25 years
without a respirator. He strutted
and beamed and grinned to be back
for 10 minutes in the shop he had retired from
a year ago.
dying and proud to be
in the place he had given his life for as we stared 
at him wishing we could think of him as a hero 
rather than a victim.
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OUR LEADER
Insubordination
is the supervisor’s favorite word his eyes flare 
as he fires it out of his mouth 
at us machinists whenever he can.
Not writing down our names on the roll-call sheet 
during one of his shop talks 
is insubordination,
not going outside to get our ass chewed out 
for laughing at him
is insubordination and not following
any of his insame, incompetent, self-defeating and
insulting orders to the exact letter
is insubordination.
How else can he gain our respect?

THE PERFECT WOMAN 
Machinists
strut about their machines as if those machines were 
their women. They stick their chests out 
and light big cigars and boom out brags 
in loud boisterous voices 
in front of them as if
those machines had given them the best fuck 
or blowjob of their life, a fuck or blowjob 
that no woman could ever equal, as they
strut about the machines stroking and polishing and oiling 
them, knowing
that those machines are better than any woman because they 
will never talk back to them.

MINGLING WITH THE LITTLE PEOPLE 
Seeing the company president
not only coming out of the office building to actually 
walk around the machine shop 
and look at us work, 
but SMILING
from ear to ear in his 3-piece suit
as he did it,
had me puzzled until
3 days later the entire nightshift
and much of the dayshift
machinists were eliminated in a massive layoff.
He'd been calculating.
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A LESSON I’LL NEVER FORGET
The job
came in one of those green folders which meant
it had been run before as a "PFP" or "Proven For Production"
job and thus was 100% guaranteed proven
to work smoothly and perfectly and I
loaded the "proven for production" program into my
machine's computer memory and loaded a 12” x 7" slab of
aluminum
into the vise and turned up the feed dial to 100% just like
the "proven for production" job-instruction sheet said to
do and punched the Cycle Start button
on the Computer Controls box and watched
the cutter rip into the slab of aluminum which hung
in the air between the vise jaws and began
to tremble as the cutter began
to scream and I watched
full of "proven for production" confidence until
the slab shook and popped loose
from the vise jaws and was grabbed and spun
by the cutter faster and faster until it approached
1000 rpm until
I finally staggered to the control box to slam the edge 
of my fist into that huge red "EMERGENCY STOP" button 
just in time
to keep the cutter from hurling the aluminum slab 
like a razon-sharp discus at 100 mph 
and maybe cutting me in half.
At Goodstone Aircraft Company
naivete
can be deadly.

ADVANTAGE 
The medication
the graveyard shift machinist took left him unperturbed 
and cool as a cucumber no matter what
the supervisors or the manager said to hint no matter how 
loudly or abusively they insulted or threatened him no 
matter what impossibly difficult jobs they gave him and 
no matter how soon they wanted the jobs done no matter 
how angry other machinists got at the terribly 
inept and dangerous setups he left them on their machines 
no matter how much
they screamed and threw clamps and bolts and stools around. 
It always kept him absolutely unruffled 
and indifferent.
That medication may have kept him from having a nervous 
breakdown but it was about to give one 
to everyone he worked with.
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INVENTIVE
The biker machinist
smoked non-filter cigarettes,
holding them between fingertips and thumb like they were 
joints taking deep drags on them sucking them down to 
small stubs which he then held 
in a roach clip to take a few final hits 
in front of a supervisor if possible.
The machinist on the milling machine with the computer 
digital readout 
smoked a pipe
as he spent hours and hours puzzling over the blueprints 
to the parts to be made
as if he were a physics professor pondering Einstein's 
General Theory of Relativity.
Wrongway
over on machine #470
smoked those big green cheap cigars,
tilted back in his leather swivel chair as his machine ran 
automatically
and blowing huge lungfuls of smoke high up into the air 
where they would drift
out over our machines in a 50' radius and descend 
on us like a stinking poison fog
while he laughed until his fat belly bounced like a 
beach ball.
Machinists are far too colorful characters 
to just smoke.

EVIL
There was one thing
we machinists feared from supervisor Keal 
more than Keal's
screaming fits of rage more than his 
suspicious spying or his demeaning
cruel insults or his nerve-racking derogatory lectures
against the fence outside the machine shop wall or
his threats to reprimand or write up or suspend or
fire or jail
us machinists,
and that was
his smile,
his special friendly and heartwarming 
smile with maybe a squeeze on the arm 
or a hug around the shoulder:
it meant
that he had truly marked you 
for destruction.



IMPROVISING
Machinists
use their air-guns
which they have fitted with 3-foot-long aluminum 
1/4-inch-diameter barrels 
for many things.
As their machines run,
they stick the tips of the barrels down 
into round cutter holders or whatever weird 
cavities they can find on the tooling
they are using or the parts they are cutting to imitate 
whistles or horns blowing at shrill
shrieking decibal levels that have their fellow machinists 
cringing and covering their ears and trembling with nerves, 
and they fit
those halves of cardboard tubes the cutters come in 
onto the tips of their air-gun barrels and fire them 
like missies with deadly high-velocity stinging accuracy 
into each other's backs whenever 
they can.
Only pussies
use those air-guns strictly to blow the metal chips 
off their machine tables.

IN TOP SHAPE
As part of its stripping down to a "lean and mean" 
status
Goodstore Aircraft Company has closed
2 of its plants and moved all of the tools and instruments
and cutters from its tool cribs in those plants
over to the tool crib in our plant where
the tools and instruments and cutters
sit stacked in chaotic piles and thrown together
haphazardly in unmarked boxes and stuffed
randomly into upstairs drawers and cabinets
where they can never be found for us machinists
by the one lone tool crib attendant who is left
after Goodstone laid off the rest of them
in yet another step in its relentless march
toward supreme stripped down
competitive efficiency.
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NOT AMUSED
Curly
sat by himself way in back of the conference room 
with a 3-day growth of beard and a grimey unwashed face 
and a month's worth of being without his wife who 
had left him, 
glaring at the manager
who had just given his usual talk to the machinists about 
how he wanted the machinists to tell him what they thought 
was wrong with the machine shop so that he 
could correct it,
and when the manager asked if there were any suggestions
Curly raised his hand and said, "You know,
this is just the same old SHIT, you get up there and say
you're gonna do something, how we're gonna get the tooling
and the cutters we need and stuff,
and then nothing gets DONE, it's all a bunch of
FUCKING SHIT that we've all heard a dozen times before and
it's a GODDAMN SHAME and it MAKES ME WANNA PUKE,
all this BULLSHIT about doing things that we all know
are never gonna get done, it's all the same old SHIT
and it's just gonna make us all DISGUSTED and
PISSED OFF and not give a FUCK!!"
Curly
just isn't quite his usual perpetually smiling congenial 
self when he isn't getting laid.

OUT OF TOUCH
The machinists
who always had those nice
benevolent everything-couldn't-be-peachier 
smiles
on their faces as they ran their machines and walked around
the building all day with peaceful twinkling eyes no
matter how obnoxious or insane things got at
Goodstone Aircraft Company,
were the ones you had to watch, the ones
who were liable
to suddenly break someone's cheek with a coldcock punch
or pull out a gun
or go insane in a bathroom stall.
It just isn't healthy
to be that far removed from reality.
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RIGHTEOUS INDIGNATION
Jack
worked at a snail’s pace
throughout the shift when he wasn't
at the vending machines or some other machinist's
machine
bullshitting with other machinists for 15 or 30 
minutes at a time.
Except when Goodstone Aircraft Company supervisors 
said something to him about not accomplishing enough. 
Then
he stomped around his machine fuming and saying,
"They PISSED me off!
"They've PISSED me off NOW!" to any machinist who cared 
to listen as
he proceeded to do absolutely nothing 
for the rest of the day.
That would teach them
to insult someone with as much pride
as he had.

PHOBIA
Supervisors
have many ways of letting a machinist know 
that they are displeased they
twitch and jerk their shoulders about inside their coats
and rattle their keys angrily in their pants pockets
and pace back and forth red-faced
with lowered brows or huffing and puffing cheeks
or ball their fists up in their pants pockets
and pump themselves up and down on the balls of their
feet
like they want to hit a machinists they
glare and frown and jab their fingers in the air
frantically to make sure
that the thing they fear the most in all the world 
does not happen:
a machinist feeling that he is doing a good job.
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CORRECTIVE ACTION
We machinists
complain that the reason
we have to horde cutters
in the drawers of the cabinets by our machines 
is because we can so seldom count 
on getting them from the tool crib.
But the tool crib tells us
that the reason we can so seldom get them from the 
tool crib
is because we horde them.

So,
the tool crib sends a man around with a cart 
to collect every last cutter out of every one of our 
cabinet drawers
and put them into big plastic trays 
so that Goodstone Aircraft Company 
can sell them for next to nothing 
at auction.
I guess that will teach us to complain.

NEVER SAY DIE
There is always one 
in every machine shop one
machinist who rips a dustpan off the wall
like he was a soldier in battle ripping his sword
out of its scabbard who
makes musical instruments out of parts or holders 
by holding them to his mouth and dancing around 
blowing through them 
like a jazz improvisor who
plays his machine like a steel drum circling it
with a big rubber hammer pounding out melodies
by knowing exactly which points and thicknesses of steel
to hit on the machine who rides the handcarts
around and around the workbenches and machines
laughing and giggling like a little kid
on his first scooter.
There is always one machinist who just refuses to believe 
that he's at work.
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REALIST
Mick
on the machine next to mine gets offended
if I don't look at him or talk back to him
as he shouts his life story over at me for the third time.
"IGNORING me, huh!?" he'll shout
over at me indignantly
with his hands on his hips as his cutter plows through
steel
but if
I listen intently to everything he says 
as I try to run my machine
and nod my head and say "Yeah" a lot in sympathy and 
agreement with his opinions and feelings 
he'll stop and jab his finger in the air toward me 
and shout indignantly, "HUMORING me, eh?!"
Then,
if I start to disagree with or question his remarks or 
come back with barbed contradictory views of my own he'll 
stomp around on the platform in front of his machine 
swinging his fists
and shout, "Getting SURLY with me, huh?!!"
No one is going to try to pull the wool over Mick's eyes 
by pretending they can get along with him.

THE CRIMINOLOGIST
After hearing
all of Curly's stories
about those Mexicans down on the computer mills talking 
about how I look and act just like a mass murderer 
and after hearing all of Curly's theories and insights 
concerning why
my quiet undercover never-speaking super-nice-guy 
manner
qualifies me as a possible PSYCHO who may 
snap at any moment who may 
attack someone with a wrench who may 
have 17 people buried in his basement,
Earl
comes over to my machine to repeat Curly's allegations to 
me and get my reaction to them 
and I tell him
that he needn't worry that the only person 
I might ever actually kill 
would be Curly.
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REBORN
Carl
worked one of the 2-ton drop hammers he placed 
forgings under the hammer and then flipped them over 
with 2-foot-long steel tongs
as the hammer came smashing down from 20 feet above 
twice in rapid succession making
the concrete floor shudder under Carl's steel-toed boots 
with each deafening pound,
Carl's arms and hands
trembling but Carl smiling,
making his money in front of that hammer
and flipping through all of his pussy magazines
during breaks as he
showed everyone those big worm-like scars across his 
wrist,
he'd almost killed himself and now 
he was back and giving thumbs-up signs and 
smiling big smiles all the time he had 
a 2-ton drop hammer and pussy magazines and life 
just didn't get much better.

NO DOUBT
Our Lead Man 
smiled at the idea 
that some people said
we machinists at Goodstone Aircraft Company wasted a 
great deal of money
for no reason by taking so ridiculously long 
to produce K-20 bomber parts.
Whenever the issue was brought up by any machinist, 
our Lead Man
would just lean back and lift his chin in the air and 
fold his arms across his chest
and get that super-confident twinkle in his eye 
and a smile on his face as he looked up at the machinist 
and said, "It's been PROVED that if you go any faster 
you make MISTAKES. It's been proved that you can't go 
no faster than this!
It's been proved by a SCIENTIFIC STUDY!"
Undoubtedly,
that study was conducted 
by Goodstone Aircraft Company.

—  Fred Voss
Long Beach CA



WHY ABBOTT AND COSTELLO ARE IN HEAVEN
when i return the call from the nurse, 
she says,
"your potassium was a little low on 
the electrolyte test. not enough for 
a supplement, but the doctor wants you 
to put No Salt on your food."
i say, "i already put no salt on my food."
but she repeats, "the doctor wants you to 
put No Salt on your food,"
and i, thinking perhaps she needs a referral 
to the hearing clinic, insist, "as i
said, i have been putting no salt on my 
food for years." we continue like this,
our temperatures rising, until she finally 
manages to convey that No Salt is a
product which substitutes potassium for salt, 
and that I should put No Salt on my food, 
even as i continue to put no salt on my food.
a few minutes later my wife arrives home 
and i say, "next time you're at the market 
would you please buy No Salt,"
and of course she counters, "what's your 
problem —  i haven't bought any salt in weeks."

MOOT POINT
i almost didn't go to see henry and june. 
i was offended that it wasn't simply 
entitled henry.
who'd ever heard of june anyway? 
these concessions to sexual politics 
distress me.
eventually, hearing how dirty it was, i
went to it anyway.
it wasn't very good
and both henry and june were
usurped by anais nin
anyway.
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OEDIPUS IS NEVER AROUND WHEN WE NEED HIM
my wife is "in disgrace" with her mother again 
because, for various reasons involving our own family, 
we are not going to dinner at her mother's house 
on mother's day.
she says her mother slammed down the phone with 
"i guess i'm going to have to find someone 
who wants a mother!"
my only question is,
"where is she planning to look?”

WHATEVER HAPPENED TO THE SIMPLE THINGS, LIKE STEROIDS
as a result of flare-ups of bursitis, 
tendonitis, and just about every other 
known "-itis," i haven't spent a whole 
helluva lot of time in weightrooms the 
last couple of years.
but after a swim at the "y" the other day 
i decided to lift at least a couple of 
light sets of dumbbell curls and tricep 
pull-downs come hell or high colonics.
i found two young male body-builders 
and their young female colleagues straddling 
benches between sets, while a wild-eyed 
fourth introduced them to
gurdjieff.

AM I MISSING SOMETHING?
why is it that the same people
who object to women being referred to
as, say, chairmen,

also insist that actresses be referred to 
as actors?

—  Gerald Locklin 
Long Beach CA
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PROGRESS? (1983)
this electric doesn't make that much noise but 
as I type after midnight
the dog in the yard north and east barks to 
the sound
but the people abide
and for this I'm thankful
like
I think I told you of the place on Kingsley where
the woman upstairs would beat with a
broomhandle
on the floor
when I typed
as the woman downstairs
would beat on the ceiling with her
broomhandle.
those broomhandle ladies were a 
distraction but 
I just sucked down more 
beer
and beat the keys 
harder.
the worst, though, 
was the guy on Oxford 
down below me 
he had a massive 
voice and he would 
scream:
"JESUS CHRIST, KNOCK IT 
OFF WITH THAT FUCKING 
THING!"
this one would, at times» 
give me pause 
before I continued 
but strange
he never complained when 
my girlfriend and I had 
our drunken arguments 
which could be heard 
half a block 
away.
each place I lived in
had its detractors
and I was usually given a
ten p.m. finishing time by
the landlord or
manager
after which
I was allowed to lay back
and listen to the babble of their
tv sets.



so tonight 
in retrospect
when I listen to the barking of this 
good wooly dog
I am almost sorry that I intrude upon its 
life
but good literature is usually 
disturbing, they 
say, so 
bark away
as I pour this wine and torture this 
IBM
# 6126-11-0026005.

THE UNINITIATED (1984)
I was drinking with this fellow the other 
night, not a bad sort, young but not a bad 
sort, compared to the others, you know.
I live an isolated life, don't mind that, prefer 
that,
but now and then 
(mostly then)
I won't drink alone.
it went all right.
we exchanged a few sad tales of bad luck 
with women.
we had some good laughs.
then he got a bit 
drunk.
be bent forward, grinning 
slyly, said,
"come on now, you got to admit you probaby 
miss the times you had on 
skid row, on the bum, all 
that___"
it's when a fellow talks that 
way, even if he's not a bad 
sort, you know he's never been 
there.
not that you have to have been there 
but once you get out
almost everything that happens after that 
seems blessedly 
marvelous.
"no," I told him, "I don't miss the 
row...."
"ah, come on," he said, "cut the 
shit!"
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"you better ease off on the drinking," 
I told him, "you've got a long way 
to go."

THE SKATERS (1984)
I am sitting at a table in the mall drinking coffee while 
Linda shops.
I sit above the ice rink where the children skate 
in the afternoon,
mostly young girls dressed in blues, reds, whites, greens, 
purples, yellows, orange.
they are all very good, swift, they spin and glide, 
there are no collisions, even the tiniest of children are 
very good, all —  
tiny, larger and largest —
whirl through open spaces as if they were one 
connecting body where each of the parts is aware of 
where the other parts are.
I like it, very much, but then I think
as they get older they will stop skating, they will
stop singing, painting, dancing,
their interests will be diluted into acts of
survival,
the grace and the gamble will be substituted for a
heavy
surety.
but let's not feel too bad: 
this happens to animals too: 
they play just so long 
then 
s top...
then I see Linda, it appears that she has
found something shopping that
pleases her, she rushes toward my table, she
waves,
laughing.
I stand up, wave, smile, 
things seem very humorous 
as down below us they whirl and 
glide.
some moments are nice, some are 
nicer, some are even worth 
writing 
about.

—  Charles Bukowski 
San Pedro CA
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